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2016 Conference workshops
The occasional papers presented here are based on the following workshops or special interest sessions at the Vitae
Researcher Development International Conference 2016*.

Workshops
Workshop A5 – International, interactive, intercultural – Modern approaches to
teaching grant writing
Dr Juliane Sauer, Director, National Contact Point MSCA Switzerland, Euresearch, Net4Mobility

Workshop A7 – View from the front line: supporting the challenges of a clinical
academic career path
Dr Ellen Donovan, NIHR Career Development Fellow, The Royal Marsden/Institute of Cancer Research
Dr Elise Glen, Researcher Development Manager, Institute of Cancer Research
Dr Amy Moore, Researcher Development Manager, Institute of Cancer Research

Workshop A8 – ‘Flipped Development’ – From passive to active development
Dr Tony Bromley, Senior Training and Development Officer, University of Leeds

Workshop C1 – Is the Concordat reaching all staff engaged in research?
Dr Joanna Leng Research Computing Consultant, University of Leeds
Prof Wes Sharrock, University of Manchester

Workshop D8 – Visualising research with infographics: theory and practice
Julia Reeve, Research ELT Project Officer for the Graduate School, De Montfort University
Mhairi Morris, Senior Lecturer, Loughborough University

Special Interest Sessions
SISA4 – Articulate - A toolkit to help early career researchers in the game of
understanding and articulating their competencies
Dr Lorna Warnock, Employability Manager, University of York
Dr Amanda Barnes, Employability Officer/Research Fellow, University of York

SISB2 – Innovative professional development for PostDocs: a post-doctoral
development fund
Rosalinda D’Amore, Stefan Fischer, John Ankers, Tina Lewis, Kate Jones and Caroline Dart, Institute of Integrative Biology,
University of Liverpool, UK

SISB6 – A survey of good practice in careers provision for doctoral researchers
across national and international institutions
Dr Sharon Milner, Employability Development Manager, Ulster University

*A full list of all the workshops and special interest sessions at the Vitae international conference 2016 is available at https://www.vitae.ac.uk/events/vitaeresearcher-development-international-conference-2016
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Strategic approaches to the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions funding for research institutions
Paper based on the workshop:
A5 - International, interactive, intercultural – Modern approaches to teaching grant writing
Presented and written by:
Dr Juliane Sauer, National Contact Point MSCA Switzerland, Euresearch, Net4Mobility
Introduction
This article considers how a research institution can strategically decide to apply for the appropriate
Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA) funding mechanism in respect of career development.
Career Development has two dimensions:
1) The personal career development of an individual researcher
2) But it is also important for an institution: If they invest in research development they invest in
their own human resources – and these are the most important resource in times of global
competitiveness and brain circulation.
The European Commission (EC) has put aside a large tranche of budget within their funding framework
Horizon2020 for career development of researchers under the premise they are ‘mobile’ researchers.
According to the work program 2016-17, «the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions ensure excellent and
innovative research training as well as attractive career and knowledge-exchange opportunities
through cross-border and cross-sector mobility of researchers, to better prepare them for current
and future societal challenges. » 1
Within the past 20 years MSCAs have become known worldwide with some 20 000 fellows, 6 nobel prize
winners (involved as former fellows or supervisors) and having proven to be an excellent career booster
for researchers at the beginning and middle stages of their careers. As a large percentage of researchers
(e.g. up to 61% of researchers in the Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) field 2) do
not pursue their career in the academic, but in the non-academic sector, the EC increasingly sets up
mechanisms to ensure training and contacts within the non-academic sector.
MSCAs are very competitive and only have success rates of 6%, meaning that only proposals which score
higher than 96% (ITN Social Sciences Panel Call 2016) can be funded. This means that any institution and
researcher should consider wisely before deciding to apply. Additionally, the variety of schemes can
sometimes make it difficult to know where to apply and when. The following article will shed light on
this and might make the decision taking easier.
Individual Fellowships(IF)
The individual fellowships are at the heart of the funding mechanisms. They aim at researchers on a
postdoctoral level (PhD or at least 4 years of research experience after MSc or BSc needed). There are
Work program Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions 2016-17, introduction p. 4
Turk-Bicacki, Lori; Berger, Andrea; Haxton, Clarisse: The non-academic careers of STEM PhD Holders. Broadening participation in STEM
Graduate Education. 2014. 1244_03_14.
1
2
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two kinds: The European Fellowship – where a fellow can come from anywhere in the world to a
European host institution, provided s/he hasn’t resided in the host country for more than 12 months in
the past 3 years. And the Global Fellowship, where a researcher currently residing in Europe goes for up
to two years to a host institution outside Europe – e.g. the US – and comes back for a mandatory third
year to a European host institution. The host institutions are typically universities, but may be
companies (large or small), In order to attract more bright research minds towards a career in the nonacademic sector there is even a separate budget set aside for researchers applying with a non-academic
host.
Age, nationality or gender do not play a role, as does the thematic field. The calls open yearly in April
and have a deadline in early September. In 2016, more than 8829 people submitted eligible proposals
out of which 1188 were funded which corresponds to an overall success rate of 13.5%. There are special
eligibility criteria for researchers restarting their career after a break, or European researchers wishing
to be reintegrated in the European research community. For the call for proposals IF-2017 the EC
budgets 248.70 Million Euro.
These fellowships focus not only on the training, but the focus equally lies on the training and transfer of
knowledge. As such, this can be used as an excellent tool for any research institution to invest in
fellowships. The research environment – the quality of the supervisor, the research infrastructure, the
administrative support and the Human Resources Strategy for Researchers (HRS4R) or other quality
label etc. – are also taken into account for the evaluation. One supervisor or research group may have
more than one fellow provided they can guarantee the high quality of supervision. If an institution
wishes to attract the best people from around the world who get paid by the European Commission for
two years, it makes sense to advertise and publicise their interest in supporting fellow candidates to
come to their institution; and to prepare the potential supervisors in order to be able to select the most
promising researchers. A career development centre, along with adjoint measures such as access to
career-supporting training, is definitely a plus.
This can be done by raising early awareness for this funding mechanism at the supervisors and support
structures ; good collaboration with the National Contact Points and their networks and setting up e.g. a
toolbox with accompanying information material, workshops and training. Additionally an internal
alumni platform and/or good contact with the Marie Curie Alumni Association will give any institution
the needed insight into the application and implementation process.
Innovative Training Networks (ITN)
Among the best known actions of the MSCA are the Innovative Training Networks. They do not support
individual researchers, but are networks of research institutions – academic or not-academic, with a
possibility to include non-European partner organisations under certain conditions – which develop
together a research and training network. ITNs (in previous European Union (EU) framework programs
they were ‘Research Training Networks’, then developed into Initiation Training Networks and now the
name of the program reflects the EU’s focus on innovation management) come in three different modes
out of which one is the most popular and hence the most competitive one: The European Training
Network ETN (which is the one with the low success rate of 6% in some years). The focus clearly lies into
the career development of early stage researchers, researchers who have not yet obtained a PhD.
Vitae, © 2017 The Careers Research and Advisory Centre (CRAC) Limited
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Typically they can obtain one during the course of the 4 years of the ETN, but the EC leaves it open – the
training aspect can be done in other ways. Training via research and training on transferable skills are
both important and have to be meticulously planned out already in the proposal writing stage.
Secondments to other partners in the network, common activities such as conferences and summer
schools are some of the activities which are part of an ETN. Whereas many host institutions and
supervisors are aware of ITNs, the students sometimes to not know about the excellent possibilities the
training within an ITN offers, so sometimes it can be difficult to recruit the best people – even in the
days of worldwide and online communication and the ECs’ platforms such as Euraxess.
The second funding mode within the ITNs are the European Industrial Doctorates (EID) which consist of
(at least) one academic and one non-academic research institution and where the researcher in training
must spend at least 50% of his or her time at the non-academic institution. This needs a solid and high
quality partnership between the institutions in question and meticulous preparation of any potential IP
issues. Both institutions need to sign a partnership agreement. Experience shows that the researchers
getting trained within these networks have excellent career opportunities, but the setting into practice
needs sometimes patience and negotiations well in advance and throughout the project, as unforeseen
situations – e.g. a student dropping out – can have a different impact for the private sector than for the
academic sector. A research institution wishing to strategically deploy into human resources with a track
record in up- and coming technologies and strong relationships with industry in the wider sense, is best
served to invest in this type of ITN as it clearly goes beyond the typical support of academic careers.
However, it demands strong support in terms of career development for fellows with other needs than
the typical academic support.
The third option is the European Joint Doctorate (EJD), where (at least) two institutions set up a training
plan which results in a double-doctorate. This, again, calls for very good working relationships between
the institutions taking part in this type of ITN. While the preparation of such a proposal may need, again,
a lot of support of the institution’s legal experts, it can be pay off with a stronger network and ties
within the global scientific community.
The success rates for the EJD and EID are slightly higher than for the ETNs (on average 12% compared to
7% during the past years) but this may vary strongly from year to year depending on the quantity of
submissions. It is expected that the EC will budget slightly more than 430.00 Million Euro for the
forthcoming call for proposals (call opening at the end of 2017).
If an institution wishes to position itself among the best, having one or more ITNs is nearly essential
because the early stage training guarantees a high leverage already at an early stage in researchers
careers. Coordinating an ITN becomes a prestigious ‘quality label’ for institutions. The resulting network
among the collaborating institutions needs a lot of know-how and support also on administrative and
strategic level. This in turn will lead to better conditions later in order to attract e.g. fellows for the IF or
future ITNs, let alone the existing network of the ITN.
COFUND
COFUNDs – as the name says – work with the mechanism of co-funding an existing or newly set up
fellowship scheme which can be on an institutional, regional or national level. They can be both for
researchers at a postdoctoral or doctoral level. Again, the focus is not only on financing research
Vitae, © 2017 The Careers Research and Advisory Centre (CRAC) Limited
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fellowship, but also to enable high-level career support in terms of training and additional, transferable
skills. A funding body/institution can ask for up to 10 Million Euro from the EC – but they have to put the
equal amount into this scheme themselves. The EC also stressed the fact that these fellowship schemes
are by no means recruitment schemes, so an institution who wishes to apply should consider
beforehand if they have the financial means but also if they are open to not only attract researchers to
their own premises, but open the program also to researchers wishing to carry out research abroad. This
remains sometimes problematic for an institution. However, if the proposal can convincingly argue in
terms of training excellence, project a strong impact and a flawless implementation, institutions
involved claim the high level of knowledge they gained for researcher support in general and how the
management of a COFUND put the overall support services and the career development on a much
higher level, so a certain structuring effect can be observed which enables institutions ensuite to secure
funding from other sources and to regulate internal procedures – e.g. for recruitment or evaluation
processes – in a much more efficient and up-to-date way than before. This immediately also allows
easier and better preparation for an ITN or higher success in attracting Individual fellowships. The
success rates remained nearly stable over the past calls for proposals for 25%. The Budget for the Call
for Proposals 2017 is 80 Million Euro. Investing in the preparation of a COFUND means a high
investment in the early stage but very low marginal costs and a very high return of said investment in
the upcoming years in terms of career development and network. The structuring effects on the
institution is of high value for an investment in human research resources.
RISE
RISE is the European Commission’s funding scheme for Research and Innovation Staff Exchange (RISE);
and it is a good opportunity to set up a network not only for researchers, but also for administrative and
technical staff via the mechanism of seconding researchers to the other parties within the network. It
allows for excellent networking opportunities either within Europe only, but then the involvement of the
private sector is a must – or within European research institutions and those from outside Europe. As
such, it is the scheme most interesting to researchers from outside Europe and, as the other MSCA
schemes, enjoys a very high reputation. The success rate is also higher than many other MSCAs (around
18%). However, before an institution decides to apply for a RISE, all involved parties should be aware of
implementation of this scheme. Planning ahead for four years who goes when and where is one thing,
but actually putting this into practice can sometimes be tricky, as the people involved might move to
another institution, may find it not so easy to actually go to another country for some months when
they became parents in the meantime, or any other reasons may make it difficult. Additionally, the
financial contribution with 2000 Euro for one researcher month (= one researcher being seconded) plus
some management and overhead contribution is less attractive than other funding schemes. The overall
call budget in 2017 for RISE is 80 Million Euro. Generally it is recommended to apply for a RISE if an
institution already has a well working network and financial top-up is welcome for enabling staff
exchange for the transfer of knowledge. IP issues again need meticulous preparation. RISE is less a
career development scheme, but support measures are highly welcome and even necessary when the
seconded researcher needs to be reintegrated into the home institution.
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Summary
Institutions should think strategically before deciding which MSCA scheme to apply for, considering the
following key points:
• If an institution primarily wishes to attract the best post-doctoral researchers, they should
strengthen their efforts and prepare their supervisors to apply for Individual Fellowships.
• If an institution wishes to invest in early-stage research careers and gain visibility as a top
research facility, it is wise to thoroughly prepare submissions for Innovative Training Networks.
• If an institution wishes to invest in doctoral and post-doctoral research staff and needs
additional funding money for a fellowship program and is willing to take their own
administrative structure one step further, it is wise to submit a proposal for a COFUND scheme.
• If an institution already works well internationally, has cross-sectoral networks and wishes to
support transfer of knowledge among the actors, prepare a RISE proposal.
All applications will be rendered more competitive if there is strong institutional support for career
development, infrastructure, administration. Turn to the National Contact Points and their network
Net4Mobility www.net4mobility.eu for further information. All calls including detailed information on
budget, eligibility rules and required documents are published on the research participant portal.
The author Dr. Juliane Sauer can be contacted via julie@oxygeneum.ch

View from the frontline: supporting the challenges of a clinical academic career path
Paper based on the workshop:
A7 - View from the front line: supporting the challenges of a clinical academic career path
Presented and written by:
Dr Ellen Donovan, Dr Elise Glen, Dr Amy Moore, Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust/Institute of
Cancer Research, London
Introduction
Clinical academics are a unique, small, but growing, sector of the academic community. They are
embedded within the health system whilst carrying out robust research arising from their clinical
practice. The predominant speciality is medicine but other professions are growing their academic
profile. There are specific challenges for the clinical academic group. The purpose of this paper is to
describe how support for clinical academics is evolving at the Institute of Cancer Research/Royal
Marsden NHS 3 Foundation Trust partnership. The paper arises from a workshop held at the Vitae
Researcher Development International conference in September 2016 4.
‘NHS’ is the UK National Health Service
Details of the workshop are available at https://www.vitae.ac.uk/events/vitae-researcher-development-international-conference2016/workshops/from-the-ground-up-a-research-based-approach-to-designing-development-activities-in-knowledge-exchange (Accessed
14/06/17)
3
4
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What is a clinical academic?
A clinical academic is a healthcare professional carrying out academic research arising out of their
clinical practice. Clinical academics come from all professions within the NHS, although the largest group
are the medical professionals.
As the NHS has 1 million employees carrying out a huge variety of roles the various categories of
professional can be confusing. Figure 1 summarises the main grouping used to distinguish different
professions which have, or are developing, research active clinicians 5.

NHS professional groups with research focussed
clinicians
•
•












Doctors and dentists
Nurses and Midwives
Allied Health Professionals
Chiropractor
Practitioner Psychologist
Healthcare Scientists
Non-medical Public Health Specialists
Operating Department Practitioners

Optometrist and Dispensing Optician
Osteopath
Pharmacy Professions
Wider Dental Team Professions

The Allied Health Professionals community consists of 13
separate disciplines and the Healthcare Science community
around 45 specialisms

Figure 1 : Examples of NHS professional grouping likely to have a research focus or have members who
are active as Clinical Academics.
Generally clinical academics combine their clinical roles with research. Some may have very high
research component to their role however this research is likely to be closely aligned with their clinical
practice. A clinical academic is likely to be associated with both an NHS Trust and a higher education
institution (HEI). They will have a substantive appointment at the host institution whether NHS trust or
HEI, with an honorary (or faculty) appointment at the other.
This unique combination of clinical and research components means that clinical academics have dual
careers (clinical and research) which both need to be maintained. These dual careers mean that they
have different support requirements from those researchers based solely within the HEI sector.

5

https://www.healthcareers.nhs.uk/explore-roles (Accessed 31/07/17)
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The National Institute for Health Research (NIHR)
Clinical academics are often, but not exclusively, supported by the National Institute for Health Research
(NIHR).
NIHR is the research arm of the National Health Service (NHS). It was established in 2006 as a vehicle for
implementing the UK Government’s strategy for applied health research. Its vision is to improve the
health and wealth of the nation through research. There are a variety of activities and infrastructure
supported by NIHR which are summarised in Figure 2. One important component is the support of
individuals via research training awards.

Figure 2. Summary of NIHR Health Research structure. Patients and the public are central. The close
link between the NHS and HEIs is demonstrated by their central position surrounding patients and the
public (from where research should flow and for whom it is carried out).
The remit for research funding varies with the schemes. For the funding schemes which support clinical
academic research training a key feature is that the research must have clear potential for benefitting
patients and the public within 5 years of its completion 6. The research can cover all aspects of clinical
and applied research using patients; samples or data from patients; people who are not patients;
populations; health technology assessment; or health services research. NIHR will not fund basic
research or work involving animals and/or animal tissue. It is possible to apply for funding for research
into medical education.

6

https://www.nihr.ac.uk/02-documents/funding/Training-Programmes/TCC-NIHR-Remit-For-Personal-Awards.pdf (Accessed 31/07/17)
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Examples of clinical research funded by NIHR can be found on NIHRtv 7 – YouTube.
Characteristics of clinical academics
The clinical academic cohort is generally more mature when starting research careers than a standard
HEI based cohort as individuals will have been in their specialist training and practice for a number of
years prior to developing a research career. They are used to a professional and patient focussed
environment and understand the clinical setting and patient perspective. Whilst all researchers within
an academic setting need purpose and drive, clinical academics often display a high level of these and
great commitment as they may well be sacrificing pay or career progression to further their research
careers for example, by stepping out of a medical/clinical training programme or clinical pathway for
several years to complete a PhD, which may set back the point at which they can apply, and be
appointed, to senior clinical posts with the NHS.
What are the challenges in managing dual clinical and research careers?
The most fundamental challenge for clinical academics is the constant maintenance of the balance
between their clinical responsibilities and their research careers. Many of the challenges for HEI based
academics are issues also for the clinical academic cohort – constant pressure to win funding, to publish,
intense competition for all limited resources, short term contracts – however clinical academics are
endeavouring to manage clinical service work in a situation of considerably financial pressure alongside
the usual pressures on researchers.
Very often a clinical academic will be a trail-blazer from their profession in their host institution and as
such will struggle with the lack of infrastructure support and understanding from managers and
colleagues. The different pattern of part time research combined with clinical commitment may not be
understood and hence be unappreciated by the academic partner organisation leading to the clinical
academic not being viewed as a ‘proper’ academic. The lack of a supportive local network, for example,
of other PhD students or Post Doctoral Fellows may lead to isolation. Whilst forging a career as a
researcher within the HEi environment is hard, there is a structure within academia to which
researchers can aspire and which they can achieve. The pathway for clinical academics is not as clear
although the NIHR 8, and other funders, such as the Medical Research Council 9 and Cancer Research
UK 10, are developing personal fellowship funding pathways which could support a clinical academic from
PhD student to senior level/Professorship.
What are the specific training needs of Clinical academics?
Figure 3 gives example of some of the key training needs identified as important for clinical academics.
There is an overlap with those which are common to most academic careers however some issues are
https://www.youtube.com/user/NIHRtv (Accessed 31/07/17)
https://www.nihr.ac.uk/funding-and-support/funding-for-training-and-career-development/ (Accessed 31/07/17)
9 https://www.mrc.ac.uk/skills-careers/fellowships/non-clinical-fellowships/ (Accessed 31/07/17)
10 http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/funding-for-researchers/our-funding-schemes
7
8
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unique. Whilst many researchers will not have the experience, or others have the expectation of them,
of winning research funding until they reach post doctoral level, those aspiring to be clinical academics
often have to do this at pre-PhD level to enable them to carry out doctoral level research in order to
start their research careers.

Examples of some of the training needs of clinical academics
Research
 Research methods
 Statistics
 Clinical trial methodology and processes
 Clinical governance and ethics procedures
Professional academic activities
 Conferences – making the best use of opportunities
 Building networks
 Dissemination of research – new media
 Developing research proposals and securing funding
Personal
 Time management – particularly when managing a dual career
 Communication, , influencing skills, leadership – specifically when having
multiple managers e.g. Supervisors or Principal Investigators on research
grants plus NHS Trust managers
 Maintaining inner motivation/drive when often isolated or trail blazing

Figure 3: Examples of support at the Institute of Cancer Research/Royal Marsden NHS Foundation
Trust
We have an evolving programme which is in its early stages. It has been devised through recognising the
unique nature of clinical academic careers.
The programme currently has the following components :
 Major funders sessions. These provide a series of presentations by, and access to, programme
managers from some of the major clinical funders whom our clinical academics are likely to
approach such as the Medical Research Council, the NIHR, Wellcome Trust and Cancer Research
UK. Topics covered include : the remit of the funder, the available schemes, the assessment
process, advice for producing a successful application and presentations by clinical academics
who have been funded by each organisation.


Clinical Academics Trainees day. This provides an opportunity for research trainees, or any staff
interested in research, to explore the information and support available in the institutions, to
network with other clinical academics, to find mentoring support and to provide space to
discuss and consider their future career paths. As has been discussed, clinical academics have
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demanding NHS roles and this short time away from those responsibilities provides them with
an opportunity to review their current situation and plan for the future. Additionally, the
researchers are able to discuss with those from different disciplines, share common experiences
and reduce potential isolation.


Managing dual careers webinar. Whilst the series of webinars is appropriate for all researchers
(research grant writing, CV preparation) the clinical academic cohort require specific support
around their dual careers. The webinar explores key challenges and approaches to maximise
academic success as a clinician such as managing working relationships, prioritisation, building
resilience, career management and personal brand.



Clinical academic mentoring scheme. This pilot scheme provided clinical fellows approaching
key academic career transition points with a mentor. The mentors are internal from the cohort
of research active consultants from ICR and The Royal Marsden. All mentors had experience of
developing their own clinical academics careers and insight into the challenges and how these
might be approached. The pilot scheme is being evaluated and a further roll-out is planned for
2017/18.



Pathway to Independence programme. This programme is for clinicians aiming for an
independent team leader position. It provides intensive coaching and support to develop a
Clinician Scientist fellowship proposal, and help to enhance the skills needed to make the
transition to an academic leadership position.

Summary
This paper has given an overview of clinical academics, who they are and what they do and how they
might be funded. It has discussed the role of NIHR in funding research and the strengths and challenges
of clinical academic careers. We have presented our analysis of their training needs and our developing
shared programme to support our clinical academics at the Institute of Cancer Research/Royal Marsden
NHS Foundation Trust.
References and Resources
1. NIHR
Website,
particularly
Funding
for
Training
and
Career
Development
http://www.nihr.ac.uk/funding-and-support/funding-for-training-and-career-development/,
2. ‘Building a Research Career’ A guide for aspiring clinical academics and their managers.
http://www.nihr.ac.uk/our-faculty/documents/Building-a-research-career-handbook.pdf
3. NIHR Research Design Service: https://www.rds.nihr.ac.uk
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From passive to active development; the Static and Dynamic Development (SDD) model
Paper based on the workshop:
A8 - ‘Flipped Development’ – From passive to active development
Presented and written by:
Dr Tony Bromley, University of Leeds, UK
Introduction
The UK has stood out internationally in terms of the investment made by government in the skills
development of researchers in what came to be known as the ‘Robert’s’ agenda 11. Other nations have
also had an increasing interest in skills development of researchers notably in Australia 12 but also across
Europe signified by the European HR Excellence in Research award 13, for example. However in a UK
post-Roberts era, where the obvious, directly linked, Roberts government skills funding mechanism has
not been there since 2011, funding for provision can appear ‘challenged’ in an environment where
demand continues. In addition, increasingly, individualised demands for postgraduate researcher
personal and professional development from funders of research are coupled with institutional
strategies for ever increasing numbers of postgraduate researchers.
For practitioners in the field of the personal and professional development of researchers it is of course,
no bad thing to be in an area where there is significant, and it appears, increasing demand. However,
many of our institutional or pedagogical practices have traditionally been balanced toward face – to face
models of provision which can be relatively resource intensive.
Given the context described above it seems timely to question whether our current models for
researcher training and development are realistically scalable and sustainable. Also, the context may
have led to a questioning of current pedagogy but in addition, why not consider whether there is a
better pedagogy for the personal and professional development of researchers regardless of this
context having arisen?
Returning to delivery models weighted toward ‘face to face’ provision, is simply moving more online,
really the answer? What if we ‘flip’ things around and place greater emphasis on developing the skills in
researchers to develop themselves now and in to the future, rather than offering programmes of activity
targeted at developing each of many specific skills such as ‘leadership’ or ‘presentation’ etc.? Do our
current programmes of activity engender ‘passive’ development for the individual? If we ‘flip’ will we
encourage ‘active’, sustainable, engagement with personal and professional development?
Development opportunities are out there for all of us all of the time, beyond a programme of face to
face activity, online activity or any other opportunity a programme might offer. So how do we better
‘tap-in’ to that resource?

11 Funding for postgraduate and postdoctoral researcher personal and professional followed on from the recommendations of the report of
Professor Sir Gareth Roberts to UK Government, ‘SET for success; the supply of people with science, technology, engineering and mathematical
skills’. http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http:/www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/robertsreview_introch1.pdf (Accessed 30th March 2017)
12 For example as specified in the, ‘Australian Qualifications Framework: specification for the doctoral degree’. http://www.aqf.edu.au/wpcontent/uploads/2013/05/14AQF_Doctoral-Degree.pdf (Accessed 30th March 2017)
13 See https://www.vitae.ac.uk/policy/hr-excellence-in-research (Accessed 18th May 2017)
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Attempting to address the many questions raised in this introduction is from where the concept
described in the following arose.
Pedagogical Themes
The Static and Dynamic Development (SDD) model approach has three core aspects; developing in the
individual skills, firstly in understanding themselves and secondly in situational analysis. Thirdly, a new
way of conceptualising personal and professional development in terms of ‘static’ and ‘dynamic’
components is introduced.
Alongside the core aspects an SDD pedagogy would thematically include:
1. Engendering, self-sustaining, pro-active engagement with your personal and professional
development as a core aspect to being a professional
2. Self-awareness, self-analysis and positive synthesis of personal development need that is
specific to you – (precision development)
3. An emphasis on behavioural and attitudinal development co-produced with skills development
4. An ethos that development opportunities are out there for all of us all of the time, every day,
that they are not merely confined to ‘formal’ programmes of activity and that they can be
recognised and ‘captured’.
Underpinning theory
The theoretical thinking behind the SDD model emerged from previous work in the area of evaluating
the impact of researcher training and development activity 14. In deriving the evaluation methodology, in
particularly the work of Pawson and Tilley on realistic evaluation 15 and the work of Kirkpatrick and
Kirkpatrick 16 on evaluating training and development, was drawn upon and developed in to the UK
sector evaluation methodology for researcher development 17. A theoretical paper 18 was also presented
by the author at the 2015 Researcher Education and Development Scholarship (REDS) Conference ‘In
theory – A realist approach to the development of researchers’ 19. In hindsight, the REDS paper was a precursor paper to what is presented here as a much further developed concept.
Realist evaluation considers what are termed C-M-O relationships; namely the consideration of and
relationship between a ‘Context’, a ‘Mechanism’ that acts, and the related ‘Outcome’ emergent from
the action of that ‘Mechanism’ in that particular ‘Context’.
Kirkpatrick provides, what might be termed, a ‘logic diagram’ for the learning and development of an
individual suggesting steps in an individual’s response to a training and development activity as;
reaction; learning; behavioural change; outcome.
Bromley, T, [2012] ‘Impact Framework 2012: Revisiting the Rugby Team Impact Framework,’ Vitae https://www.vitae.ac.uk/vitaepublications/reports/ieg-report-2012.pdf/view (Accessed 30th March 2017)
15
Pawson, R., and Tilley, N., ‘Realistic Evaluation’, SAGE Publications (1997) ISBN 978-0-7619-5009-7
16 Kirkpatrick, D. L., and Kirkpatrick, J. D., ‘Evaluating Training Programmes’, Third Edition, Berrett-Koehler Publishers Inc (2006) ISBN-10: 157675-384-4; ISBN-13: 978-1-57675-384-4
17 Bromley, T., Metcalfe, J and Park, C., [2008] ‘The Rugby Team Impact Framework’ http://www.sddu.leeds.ac.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/02/Rugby-Impact-Framework2008.pdf (Accessed 30th March 2017)
18 Bromley, T., [2015] unpublished
19 The presentation is downloadable from the conference website https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/ris/ecr/events/reds2015 (Accessed 28th March
2017)
14
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Bringing the idea of realist evaluation together with the proposal of Kirkpatrick might suggest that, there
is a learning ‘context’ in which Kirkpatrick’s learning ‘logic diagram’ acts within the individual as a
learning and development ‘mechanism’ that leads to an ‘outcome’. This combining of the ideas of
Realist Evaluation and Kirkpatrick has been published in more detail elsewhere [Bromley 2009] 20.
If the Kirkpatrick logic diagram is considered as a learning and development mechanism, then it is
proposed that inherently ‘mechanism’ has a sense of dynamism as does learning and development in
the individual. Mechanism is not static, it has a sense of self momentum. Mechanism is dynamic.
Secondly, it is proposed that context has a sense of being static. There may well be different contexts
and there may be change in the context but the context is inherently more predictable. For the training
and development professional a training room ‘context’ will likely have common features such as data
projection, white boards, chairs and tables etc… However, more dynamic, is the unknown of how any
group of people will progress in their learning within that particular training room context.
An outcome of the above thinking is that there might be value, in respect of the development of people,
in considering what might be ‘static’ and ‘dynamic’ characteristics of the individual, what might be
‘static’ and ‘dynamic’ characteristics of a situation and how those individual and situational ‘dynamic’
and ‘static’ components might interplay. This is the theoretical underpinning of the SDD model.
Figure 1 attempts to provide a simplified diagrammatic representation of the SDD Model

2009 Bromley, T., ‘Evaluating Training and Development Programmes for Postgraduate and Newer Researchers’ Society for Research into
Higher Education series Issues in Postgraduate Education: Management, Teaching and Supervision. Ed. Martin Gough ISBN 978-0-946376-14-8.
Available at http://www.srhe.ac.uk/publications/guides_on_postgraduate_issues.asp
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Figure 1: Diagramatic representation: the SDD model approach considering an individuals skills,
attitudes and behaviours relating to delivering a conference presentation.
Figure 1 provides an analysis tool for an individual to consider how they might repsond in a given
situation or to analyse and reflect upon how they responded in the situation. In this case it is the
response of an indivdual in the situation of providing a conference presentation.
Firstly considering the individual (Person profiling) there are many things that might be considered as
static or dynamic characteristics. For illustrative simplicity, Figure 1 proposes the outcome of a Myers
Briggs Type Indicator 21 analysis of the author as ‘static’ characteristics of the individual. Outcomes of a
Strengthsfinder analysis, again of the author, are proposed as dynamics characteristics of the individual.
The right hand side of Figure 1 proposes a situational analysis of a conference presentation considering
what might be important static and dynamic factors.
Finally, highlighted in red in Figure 1, is part of the analysis of the conference situation for the individual
proposing factors that might dominate for that individual in the particualr situation.
So to re-cap, an hypothesis of the Static and Dynamic Development model is that an understanding of
dynamic and static factors characteristic to the individual, combined with an analysis of the static and
dynamic factors in a given situation, will aid an individual in the understanding of their own personal and
professional development need.
The potential of Static and Dynamic development ‘framing’.
The model expressed in Figure 1, uses the idea of looking at development in terms of static and dynamic
components to characterise the individual and the situation in terms of statics and dynamics. It is also
proposed that considering the idea of ‘static’ and ‘dynamic’ components with reference to skills offers a
potentially better way of looking at skills, in comparison to ‘ambiguous’ (and I’d argue unloved) terms
such as ‘soft skills’ and ‘transferable skills’ (etc.!).
Although only simplistic for illustrative purposes, in analysing the situation of presenting in Figure 1 the
approach in effect dissects and therefore more clearly articulates the skill of presenting; in static and
dynamic terms. This should support understanding of the skill and self-analysis of development need. It
may well also be supportive in development terms in that it is unlikely that any individually lacks ability
in all the different static and dynamic aspects of presenting. The expression of other skills in static and
dynamic terms by those expert in the skill may also provide a valuable resource for learning.
Expressing skills in static and dynamic terms also suggests skills are a composite of many components.
There may well be commonality between static and dynamic elements in different composite skills. For
example, an accomplished presenter can manage an audience (dynamic) as can an accomplished
teacher, ‘managing an audience’ being common to both skills. Rather than the notion that skills are
transferable it might be better to understand that mastery of a static or a dynamic aspect of one skill
might be applicable when trying to learn another.
The following extract comes from a paper by McAlpine 22 who studied early career researchers
transitioning in their roles, ‘Becoming a PI 23: From doing to managing research’.
21
22

See http://www.myersbriggs.org
Lynn McAlpine (2016) Becoming a PI: From ‘doing’ to ‘managing’ research,
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‘Thus, though getting the grant was a positive experience, individuals found themselves dealing with new
challenges (not doing ‘what I thought I would be doing’ (Juliet)) which many characterized as a shift in
perspective from ‘doing’ to ‘managing’ research – ‘become a manager’ (Sam).
All but Romeo and Will described a range of responsibilities they had to take on that they were not
prepared for: managing the grant (Jerry), dealing with people (e.g. Frances, Fiona), managing the team
(e.g. Pedro, Fabien, Jerry), line managing individuals (e.g. Laura, Cathy) as well as setting priorities
amongst tasks (e.g. Mike), negotiating the ‘political’ environment (e.g. Fabien), developing a
management style (e.g. Greg, Geoff, Victor), getting people to do things they don’t want to do (e.g.
Dan).’
[Source: McAlpine 2016]
If the McAlpine quote is considered from a ‘static’ and ‘dynamic’ personal and professional development
framing then it appears that the transition is one of working with and familiarity of ‘static skills’
(paragraph 1) to having to exhibit dynamic skills (paragraph 2). Table 1: expresses this notion of ‘Static
Skills’ and ‘Dynamic Skills’ further.
Static Skills
Preparing presentation slides
Project planning
Writing a business plan
Writing a funding application
Writing interview questions
Writing a review of management theories
Being able to understand

Dynamic Skills
Managing an audience
Managing a project
Running a business start up
Managing a funded project
Interviewing
Managing people
Being able to teach

Table 1: An illustration of how skills can be framed as ‘static’ or ‘dynamic’.
So two questions to ponder in respect of ‘Static Skills’ and ‘Dynamic Skills’ might be:1. Do higher education institutions traditionally engender development of ‘Static Skills’?
2. Do employers actually want the ‘Dynamic Skills’?
Now looking at the ‘personal profiling’ left-hand side of Figure 1, when thinking of the individual in static
and dynamic terms, what might be considered as a consistent or ‘static’ characteristic of an individual
might become a driver or ‘dynamic’, dependent upon the situation. If a static characteristic is that an
individual likes to have a plan, then this might manifest as a dynamic driver for the individual to create a
plan, in a live situation where there does not appear to be one; ‘I like a plan’ (static) becomes ‘I need to
make a plan’ (dynamic).
It might be that individuals have one or more dynamic aspects that always drive them and that they may
also have dynamics that only occasionally manifest because of a particular set of circumstances (?) Just
thoughts offered to ponder in thinking of professional development in ‘static’ and ‘dynamic’ terms!
Teaching in Higher Education, 21:1, 49-63, DOI: 10.1080/13562517.2015.1110789
23 PI – The ‘Principal Investigator’ on a research project.
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Potential programme content
Having theorised and conceptualised, the SDD model needs to become more practically implementable
rather than conceptual in order to understand its’ potential and assess its’ value. A first step is to
explore potential professional development activity that would form a programme with an SDD
pedagogy. In the Vitae conference workshop, after presentation of the concept, participants were asked
two questions:
1. Skills for an active developer: If you had to support somebody to be an active developer and go
out there and develop themselves what skill set would you offer development support in?
2. Personal profile: If you wanted to support somebody in understanding more about themselves
what would you suggest they look at/consider?
Participants discussed in groups and noted ideas on post-it notes. Appendix 1 provides the ‘raw data’
generated by participants in the workshop by reproducing the text on each post-it note without any
editing. Building on this starting point provides the next steps in moving from the concept toward
implementing an SDD model in an institutional context.
Next steps
The Static and Dynamic Development model is now the subject of a University of Leeds funded
‘University Student Education Fellowship’ project. The project is a collaboration with a number of other
Universities 24 aimed at the co-production of content and resources to put the concept in to practice
initially with one or more pilot groups of postgraduate researchers. The project will be carried out over
the next 18 months with the intention to report outcomes back to a future Vitae conference.
It is also clear that the SDD model is more broadly applicable for professional development than just the
context of postgraduate research described here. How the SDD model can be applied to other
professional development contexts will also be explored.
Finally, in the postgraduate researcher context, the PhD is commonly characterised as a supervised
pathway toward independence as a researcher. The SDD model may provide a pathway to
independence in an individual’s progression in their personal and professional development. And not
just for the postgraduate researcher.
Appendix I: Workshop Outcomes
Following presentation of the SDD concept, Workshop participants were asked:
1. Skills for an active developer: If you had to support somebody to be an active developer and go
out there and develop themselves what skill set would you offer development support in?
2. Personal profile: If you wanted to support somebody in understanding more about themselves
what would you suggest they look at/consider?

24 Project Group member universities: University of Leeds, University of Liverpool, University of Manchester, University of Newcastle, University
of Salford, University of Sheffield, University of Sunderland.
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Participants discussed in groups and noted ideas on post-it notes as follows:
1. Skills for an active developer:
(Note: responses are listed as they were written on post-its without any editing)
Own learning style; networking; giving/receiving feedback; resilience
Critical and creative thinking; confidence building; presentation and communication skills;
Being inquisitive- asking questions; right questions; right person to ask; networking
Personal management: time management; project management; to do lists
Self awareness;
Self analysis – compare yourself to a person who can do the task in question
Active developer – innovative; initiative; take ownership; motivated; self-awareness/ honesty; creativity,
savvy, resilience; communication; confidence; understanding value; internationally aware; culturally
competent
Interpret the environment; ability to describe things precisely; be independent; self-manage; be
objective about your skills needs (admit weaknesses); promote your own existing skills; How to throw a
spear (to capture skills providers); self-awareness.
Encouraging networking and communication; resilience? – you may not like the answers you find.
Identifying what you enjoy doing and what you need to improve.
Prepared to accept change.
Self-awareness and critical reflection; time management and work life balance.
Creativity and innovation; open mind and enquiring; critical thinking;
Internal locus of control; confidence and networking; resilience (for managing those dynamic situations
and seizing opportunities).
Planning skills; self-reflection- take your time; networking; insight into yourself; curiosity- open;
initiative; problem solving; analysis; prioritisation.
Coping strategies; scanning situation; self-reflection; open mind; curiosity;
Developing mentor/cohort/peer culture; reflective practice; help them decide what is their final goal;
Self-confidence; be aware of student/developer’s needs. Be pro-active
Research what is out there; networking; leadership and management training; decisive/time
management/prioritisation;
Online resources; motivation of researchers;
Courage; valuing failure i.e. resilience.
2. Personal profile:
Peer review sessions; Aikido way?; psychometric tests/personality tests; focus group with 360°
feedback; reflective journal – research?;
disc personality testing – why you do what you do.
Being coached – review self; 360° feedback; peer mentoring – different stages/views; MBTI
Working together to establish some ‘smart’ (small) goals to get the Ball Rolling; stepping out of comfort
zone and assess.
Vitae, © 2017 The Careers Research and Advisory Centre (CRAC) Limited
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Describing to you what their career thus far involved- enjoyed/achieved … as a conversation
Defining episodes; How did you make decisions in the past?; What are your values; team roles/team
compass.
‘Imagine your future’; ‘How would you want people to see you?’; JTi/MBTI; career model; enneagram.
What can you do? What do you like doing? What/who are you allowed to be?; What is meaningful to
you (Career, life…)?
Support networks; mentor/coach; learning style; coping strategies; work preferences (early morning,
late evening etc.)
How do you approach tasks/problems?
How well do you manage your emotions in your work?
Motivations; SWOT Analysis; career trajectory; environmental factors;
Reflecting on competency (previous experiences);
Developing strengths of the individuals; profiling for success; DISC profiling;
Consider their achievements so far and what they can achieve; likes dislikes
360° feedback; Being realistic about what they can achieve; Be mentored;
Shadow peers or colleagues
Career coaching; where do you see yourself in 5 years?
Tasks: 20 Statements of who you think you are.
Personal profile – MBTI, coaching/mentoring; 360° review, self-awareness re skills
Loved/loathed cards

The Case for Research Computing Specialists to be covered by the Researchers’ Concordat
Paper based on the workshop:
C1 - Is the Concordat reaching all staff engaged in research?
Presented and written by:
Dr Joanna Leng, University of Leeds
Prof Wes Sharrock, University of Manchester
Introduction
Computers have existed for a relatively short period compared to the length of time that research has
been a recognised activity. The adoption of computing technologies is now rapidly expanding in and
massively transforming scientific research. While the computing technologies are rapidly changing it will
continue to be impossible to fully understand how to manage them within organisations over the mid
to long term. Research Computing is the specialist area that uses computers as research tools. It is now
recognised that computers are appropriate and widely used research tools and that is a trend that will
not reverse, but it is at a critical point in its adoption where far reaching organisational changes need to
be made if computing technologies are to be better understood and more effectively used for research
[Leng & Sharrock 2011a. Leng & Sharrock 2011b, Leng and Sharrock 2010].
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These developments are connected to the broadening of the Researchers’ Concordat 25 to cover a wider
range of university staff, including early career researchers, laboratory technicians and librarians who
are engaged in research but, who are not employed on a research contract. It is tempting to look into
the details of computing technologies and so invest in the current trends, (and what can only be a trend
because of the possibility of significant shifts in the nature of computing technologies) to make decisions
about how research computing should be managed, whether it should be managed according to
engineering principles, according to software consultancy principals or managed as an IT service. This,
however, misses the point that there are generic features of research that can and should contribute
decisively to the management and organisation of computing for research purposes. The Researchers’
Concordat is designed to incorporate generic features of research and to acknowledge the specific
career needs of those in research computing, so that not only will research computing experts benefit
from the range of ways that the Concordat can support them but the field of research computing
generally will benefit from the stability that the Concordat can provide.
What is Research Computing?
Research computing encompassing computation, simulation and data analytics, has been branded the
“third paradigm” of scientific method, alongside the established paradigms of theory and experiment. It
underpins many aspects of research excellence as it covers the more innovative use of computer
hardware and software but also includes the more routine use of computers and software to model
systems and store data.
Research computing is not computer science. That is primarily concerned with the design, theory and
philosophy of computation and computational systems. Nor is it an IT service, which underpins the basic
infrastructure and business practices of a modern University, and is therefore properly focussed on
robustness, security, uniformity and level of service for users.
The seven UK research councils, with the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)in
the lead closely followed by the others, are becoming increasingly interested in research computing and
its place in the academy. In 2001 the UKRC invested in the eScience initiative [RCUK 2009]. The Software
Sustainability Institute (SSI) was initially funded by the EPSRC and is now supported by a variety of
funding bodies and academic centres to cultivate better research software. The SSI created the term
Research Software Engineer (RSE) that has become popular and is commonly used to cover all job roles
within research computing even though the term itself has a more limited application than that. EPSRC
now sees software (and hence computing) as an important and continuing research investment 26.
In 2014 the Software Sustainability Institute conducted a survey 27 which found that:
• 92% of academics use research software
• 69% say that their research would not be practical without it
• 56% develop their own software, 21% of those have no training in software development
The UK Concordat to Support the Career Development of Researchers is an agreement between funders and employers of research staff to
improve the employment and support for researchers and research careers in UK higher education. https://www.vitae.ac.uk/policy/concordatto-support-the-career-development-of-researchers (Accessed 19/06/17)
26 https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/research/ourportfolio/themes/researchinfrastructure/subthemes/einfrastructure/software/ (Accessed 31/07/17)
27 https://www.software.ac.uk/blog/2016-07-26-its-impossible-conduct-research-without-software-say-7-out-10-uk-researchers (Accessed
31/07/17)
25
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•

70% of male researchers develop their own software while 30% of female researchers do so

Research software and computing resources are already widely used in research. In 2015 EPSRC for the
first time ran an RSE fellowship call 28; over 250 people expressed an interest though only 5 were funded.
In 2016 the BBSRC noted that there research strategy is vulnerable to poorly developed software
development 29 and later that year made a funding call for research that used a particular computational
method, machine learning, which included specific instruction on the management and recognition of
the RSE which people in the field see as an important land mark.
"We note the significant contribution of staff such as Research Software Engineers to interdisciplinary
computational projects such as machine learning, and supports recognition of their contributions and
encourages applicants to cost them appropriately on applications to this highlight." 30
Further support for the role of the RSE by EPSRC is anticipated for later this year.
The Vitae Conference Workshop; Relevant Principles of the Researchers’ Concordat
The Vitae Conference Workshop titled “Is the Concordat reaching all staff engaged in research?” looked
at 3 types of University staff who are engaged in research but are not on research contracts. The 3 types
were early career stage arts researchers, laboratory technicians and research computing experts. Case
studies of each of these were presented by Dr Sue Carver from AHRC, Kelly Vere from the Science
Council and the University of Nottingham and Dr Joanna Leng from the University of Leeds. Follow-up
group discussions considered several principles in the Concordat that reflect the range of ways in which
these research-engaged experts might be better supported:
•
•
•
•
•

Recognition and value
Recruitment and selection
Researchers’ responsibilities
Diversity and equality
Implementation and review

Each of the speakers who provided a case study mixed with the discussion groups and helped draw out
issues for their research-engaged sectors..
Recognition and Value
There was little knowledge within the discussion groups about who in their institutions create research
software or what their working conditions are. Some knew of the RSE term or were aware of large
computational facilities. One attendee had met an EPSRC funded RSE fellow (there were just 7 at that
time). Another knew that there was a research computing team in their institution and knew that this
team were based in the IT services department but did not know the size of the team, the skills they had
or their conditions of work and had to be prompted before they would acknowledge that this team are
working in difficult circumstances. Other attendees acknowledged that their institution has RSEs based
https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/funding/calls/rsefellowships/ (Accessed 31/07/17)
http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/documents/1501-vulnerable-capabilties-report-pdf/ (Accessed 31/07/17)
30 http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/funding/filter/machine-learning-to-generate-new-biological-understanding/ (Accessed 31/07/17)
28
29
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in faculty and that those in faculty could have hidden needs as they “look” very similar to other research
fellows. The author was fortunate to meet an attendee from my own institution which has improved my
access to academic training.
In the research computing case study I presented the need for a research computing job family. Having
such a group of related job roles would make it easier for those that work in research computing and
those who manage them to identify career goals, identify suitable training opportunities and plan a
career. None of the discussion groups raised any concerns or issues over the development of a job
family but since that time there is much anecdotal evidence in the research computing field that in the
intervening time, between the VITAE conference and spring 2017 that several universities have
developed their own research computing job families.
By the end of the workshop all discussion groups acknowledged that research software is so important
that its development, its use as well as its hardware, storage and network support were all gaps in
knowledge and provision, posing a strategic problem for their individual institutions.
Recruitment and Selection & Researchers’ Responsibilities
Both of these principles were little discussed in terms of research computing. There was little that could
be said because without knowledge of the numbers of RSEs, their location or a job family with related
career structure it is difficult to identify needs and possible responses to enable application of these
principles.
Diversity and Equality
As can be seen from the discussion group responses to the principles of Recognition and Value, little is
known about who in a university creates research software or supports research computing. While the
roles of the various jobs in research computing are not recognised those who act as RSEs and the
associated family of roles will rely on the good will of those around them as they do not formally benefit
from the practices and safeguards that have been put in place in other parts of academia to ensure that
teaching materials are accessible or that standards in equality are met.
Implementation and Review
At least 2 of the attendees left the workshop with the intention of putting reasonable effort into looking
at the role of the RSE and its related family of jobs. It is only once this is done and some measures and
actions are recorded that any review can be made. This need is pressing if in academic institutions the
problems for RSEs are to be seriously addressed and their situation significantly improved.
Discussion
It is now clear that computers are used in most research projects and that this is a growing trend that
will not be reversed. The research councils are now aware that they have to support this development
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although neither they nor the academy really know how best to do respond. If they do not meet the
challenge then existing vulnerabilities in their research strategies will become more severe.
The computing technologies are still developing - they are not stable. This has two effects. Firstly, we
are not yet at a point where we can identify and deploy a full and final strategy, we can only move
towards a solution that will need further refinement. Secondly, computing skills within the academy
need to be updated continually throughout a career. Without this there could well be academics who
were computationally competent in their early years but as they progress into research management
roles find that their knowledge/skills will be insufficient for them to identify computational research
opportunities in a timely manner or fully support or manage their research-engaged staff (and students).
There is a recognised view in the research computing field that thinks early adoption of new computer
technologies boosts research output so requires considerable familiarity with computing developments
so as to quickly identify new research pathways. To make this possible good computational competence
needs to exist at all levels within a university.
It is significant that solutions to these issues are addressed by the Concordat. The principle of
Implementation and Review is one way to manage the instability within the careers of those who are
experts in research computing that results from the instability of computing technologies. The
Concordat’s third principle that states “Researchers are equipped and supported to be adaptable and
flexible in an increasingly diverse, mobile, global research environment” covers issues to do with access
to appropriately configured computers, software, user and research software/computing support as
well the computer infrastructure such as good networks and data storage.
The terms support and service seem contentious within academia as they are not high status activities
and do not conjure up views of leadership that are currently highly sort within many commercial sectors
as well as academia however the main purpose (and possibly only purpose) of computers is to offer a
service, to do things that humans cannot, and this results in many activities arounds computers to also
be service or support activities such as developing (and releasing good quality) software, fixing bugs,
porting software to new hardware and writing documentation. If Research Computing continues to be
conceived in this way it is likely that this will prove to be a key feature of research computing that will
significantly slow down its adoption. The new remit for the Concordat could reduce this risk as it
proposes ways that the credit and reward for achievements need to be fully and fairly understood and
distributed.
“Computational Science and Engineering (CSE) is an emerging, rapidly developing and potentially very
significant force in changing scientific practice by offering a ‘third way’ of carrying out research in
addition to, or indeed, instead of, theory and experiment. It is unlikely that such a significant change
can continue to be accommodated by the organizational structures that were put in place for other
established research practices.” [Leng & Sharrock 2011a]
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Visualising your research with infographics: theory and practice
Paper based on the workshop:
D8 - Visualising research with infographics: theory and practice
Presented and written by:
Julia Reeve, De Montfort University and Mhairi Morris, Loughborough University
Introduction
Infographics provide a great way of communicating insight in reports, on social media, in presentations,
or posters. Visuals are processed within one tenth of a second, and people remember 80% of what they
see (Semetko and Scammell, 2012); therefore visualised data presentation is a faster, more effective and
more reliable method of engagement with an audience. It is becoming increasingly important to
effectively engage non-specialist audiences in research, and public engagement was a key theme of the
Vitae conference in September 2016. ‘As the notion of impact gets high on every academic and
institution’s agenda, innovative research dissemination formats are everybody’s concern.’ (Dessart,
2017). Initiatives such as the 3 Minute Thesis 31 competition, where entrants have just one slide to
present their research, have made concise, visual representations of research even more significant.
Our workshop responded to the Vitae conference theme of ‘Developing researchers for knowledge
exchange, enterprise, public engagement and research in policy making’ by highlighting the importance
of communicating research in accessible ways to a non-specialist audience, fostering creativity in our
approach to generating impact.

31

Further details at https://threeminutethesis.uq.edu.au/ (Accessed 03/07/17)
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But what is an infographic? There are many definitions, including: ‘…visual displays in which graphics
(illustrations, symbols, maps, diagrams, etc.) together with verbal language communicate information
that would not be possible otherwise’ (Meirelles 2013, p11). Another definition, ‘infographics represent
data and ideas visually, in pictures, engaging more parts of the brain to look at a problem from more
than one angle’ (Krauss, p10), helps us to consider the value of infographics as a way of viewing
information and research differently. Put simply, infographics are visual displays of information, and
terms such as data visualisation are often used interchangeably with that of infographic.
As researchers, there is no shortage of material to work with; qualitative as well as quantitative.
However, there is little guidance available to demonstrate how to get started and how best to use
infographics, particularly in research. The research poster has long been a staple format for some
disciplines; however these can often lack the immediacy of a well-designed infographic due to large
amounts of textual detail.
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Our Vitae workshop, delivered with Sandy Sparks from the University of Warwick and infographics
designer and consultant Lulu Pinney, sought to explain how, when and why infographics can be useful
for researchers. The workshop introduced the key principles of infographics as well as sharing a case
study based on Sandy’s implementation of infographics training for researchers at the University of
Warwick.
This paper will focus on the part of the workshop delivered by Mhairi and myself, where we offered
participants the chance to critically evaluate some infographic examples in the form of graphical
abstracts, then to take a ‘hands-on’ approach to creating and reflecting on their own paper-based
infographic.
Contextualising infographics
These primarily visual forms of representation and communication fit into the wider learning and
teaching context of multimodal literacy, where the affordances offered by a variety of modes, including
imagery, are explored in contrast to the often monomodal world of education. ‘Collectively the
chapters suggest that there is no monomodal communication, and set out to challenge the implicit
assumption that speech and writing are always central and sufficient for learning,’ (Jewitt and Kress,
2003 p2). Our workshop sought to apply this multimodal literacy approach in a researcher development
context.
This emphasis on non-textual modes of communication to enhance researcher development is
supported by the work of the East Midlands Writing PAD Centre, where we seek to engage students
‘…through creative and playful learning experiences, with an emphasis on visual and kinaesthetic
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techniques,’ and to ‘provide students with learning experiences which stimulate creative thinking and
new connections’ (Writing PAD East Midlands Manifesto).

The use of visual media in a research student setting is explored by Barrett and Hussey (2015): a number
of student case studies around using visualisations as an aid to doctoral writing and thought processes
are analysed. Creatively exploring and communicating research projects through visualisations are seen
here as valuable aids to reflection, discussion and originality: ‘the student by drawing a visual of their
project is working in uncharted territory, this provides a sense of ownership through personalising the
PhD thesis’ (2015, p52).
Our Vitae workshop arose from a previous collaboration, a 32“Reframing our approach to scientific
writing” workshop, where the two of us worked together to introduce imaginative, visual perspectives
on learning and teaching scenarios which were usually highly text-based. We discovered that this
creative approach proved highly engaging not only in Art & Design, but across disciplines and levels
(including work with Research students at our 33 Creative Connections Conference).
The work that we have been involved in with the De Montfort University (DMU) Graduate School (the
Research Poster and 3 Minute Thesis Competitions) has also contributed to our growing interest in the
use of the visual, not only to communicate research, but also as a vehicle for reflection and dialogue.

32
This workshop involved asking Biomedical science students to investigate a topic visually using a series of concentric frames on a large sheet
of paper
33 This conference for DMU research students introduced a number of visual and tactile techniques designed to encourage reflection, analysis
and creative thinking
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Pedagogic Rationale
Pedagogically, infographics have many benefits: not only can they be used to enhance engagement and
draw in the reader; the speed at which information can be conveyed is faster when presented visually
rather than in a purely textual format. Moreover, infographics can help the researcher to reflect on their
research project by offering a fresh perspective on their work and considering it from a different angle.
Our take on Infographics provides a very “active” learning experience: this hands-on approach fosters
thinking through making, providing a different engagement with the topic for the researcher. In ‘Making
is Connecting’, David Gauntlett writes about the concept of ‘Everyday Creativity’ and puts forward the
idea that ‘through making things and sharing them in the world, we increase our engagement and
connection with our social and physical environments.’ (2011, p2).
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Much like a research presentation, the principal aim of a good infographic is to tell a visual story. When
used in the context of presenting research, this creates a connection between the topic, or story, and
the reader. Infographics are often referred to as data visualisation because they provide information in
a visually engaging way, which is much more readily understood by the reader than a dry series of
statistics. David McCandless pioneered this idea of creative data visualisation in his book, “Information is
Beautiful”, where he presents a variety of information in accessible and visually innovative ways.
Delivering the Workshop – Key Principles
We were keen to present our workshop in a multimodal format, striking a balance between fun,
interactive activities and informative factual presentation, by exploring alternative ways of both
presenting and reflecting on research.
We introduced the topic by giving participants examples of graphical abstracts (Elsevier 2017), asking
them to reflect on the advantages and disadvantages of conveying a concise summary of research
visually. Views on the effectiveness of graphical abstracts were mixed – some felt it was effective, whilst
others found them lacking sufficient detail to be used as a standalone summary.
Following the 34presentations on what infographics are used for and how infographics training is
implemented in practice, we then invited the participants to create their own infographic to illustrate a
current project they were working on. Applying Kolb’s experiential learning cycle (Figure 5: experience,
reflect, conceptualise, experiment), this provided participants with an opportunity to experience
learning through making.
The results were wide and varied, and we were struck by how engaged the participants had become
with their own “stories” – it was hard to get them to stop! We summarised the session by asking them

34

The other contributors to the presentation were Sandy Sparks from University of Warwick and freelance consultant Lulu Pinney
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to feedback how they felt about the process, and then asked them to circulate around the room and
reflect on other participants’ infographics.

Conclusions/Reflections
The positive and enthusiast feedback received following the Vitae workshop has been echoed by two
further infographics sessions at DMU for researchers.
The applied, experiential nature of the workshops was key: participants could immediately put the
principles of infographic best practice into action. ‘Actually putting into practice what is being taught,’
and the ‘practical experience of trying it out,’ were viewed as some of the best things about the
workshops.
We aimed to give participants the tools to create visual information and develop creative, multi-modal
approaches to the dissemination of their research, and attendees commented on the way that they
could apply what they had learnt in both a training and research context: ‘Learning: I want to use more
animals/craft stuff in my workshops,’; ‘I could see immediate value and use in my own research’.
Peer learning was a valuable part of the infographics workshop experience: both research students and
staff appreciated the opportunity to share and discuss their ideas: ‘Interesting to meet others and hear
their thoughts’; ‘Seeing other people’s ideas and visual research’. The workshop also sought to provide
experience in peer reviewing and critically evaluating example graphical abstracts, analysing their
effectiveness at communicating information. Attendees valued the chance to apply critical analysis skills
in this new visual area: ‘Everyone interprets infographics differently! Visual, simple is best’; ‘Looking at
everybody’s infographic and discussing what works’.
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Transferring a research project into a visual mode can provide useful opportunities for reflection,
offering the chance to look at your research from a fresh perspective: workshop participants
commented that infographics provided ‘a very useful and transferable process and thinking tool.’
Following the Vitae infographics workshop, Lulu Pinney was invited to conduct a session with DMU PhD
students, where they could apply her infographics design principles to an existing project: either a
research poster or 3 Minute Thesis slide. This was very well-received and will feed into the researcher
training programme next year.
We also delivered a session similar to the Vitae workshop, but without Sandy and Lulu’s input, for Early
Career Researchers at DMU. Participants engaged enthusiastically with the ‘hands-on’ activity, and we
gained useful insights for further workshops (for example, we are considering one on creating a
graphical abstract).
Future Perspectives
Research students and staff attending the above workshops also suggested further development
workshops on topics including ‘visualising conference papers’, ‘visualising qualitative data’ and ‘using
infographics in teaching’, demonstrating that this visual approach to research has much potential.

Furthermore, re-thinking researcher training in the fullness of time to consider the importance of
creativity in the Vitae Researcher Development Framework (see Figure 6) and looking more widely at
visualisation for researchers will enable us to have a positive impact on researcher’s abilities in
knowledge exchange, public engagement and enterprise. Ken Robinson, in discussing how to meet the
challenges of the 21st century, states that ‘Our best resource is to cultivate our singular abilities of
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imagination, creativity and innovation’ (2011, p47). Taking a visual approach to researcher development
could take us one step closer to that aim.
Useful Resources to Create your own Infographic
https://piktochart.com
https://about.canva.com
https://www.easel.ly
http://www.freepik.com
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Articulate - a Toolkit to help Early Career Researchers in the game of understanding and articulating
their competencies.
Paper based on the special interest session:
SISA4 - Articulate - A toolkit to help early career researchers in the game of understanding and
articulating their competencies
Presented and written by: Dr Lorna Warnock and Dr Amanda Barnes, University of York, UK
Introduction
The author’s ‘Special Interest’ conference session 35 was designed to explore ways of working with
employers to articulate the wide range of competencies and levels of competency that employers can
expect from Early Career Researchers (ECRs). In the context of this paper we define an ECR as up to 10
years post PhD. Through our engagement with ECRs, we know that many of them struggle with how to
write and articulate their competencies when applying for jobs and fellowships (Wright, 2017).
Historically, Early Career Researchers were trained to follow an academic career path however research
accrued over the last few decades shows that ECRs no longer necessarily follow an academic path for
the duration of their careers (Park, 2005). This is particularly true for those ECRs in the Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) sectors (The Royal Society, 2010). Though the
number of new doctoral graduates has doubled between 2000 and 2011 and over 75% of doctoral
graduates initially pursue academic careers, there has been little growth in the availability of academic
post, staff numbers increasing from 181,185 to 201,330 between 2010 and 2015 (HERA, 2013, HERA,
2017). This poses a real problem for this group of researchers when trying to determine the skill set that
they need to develop for their future employability (Vitae, 2015). To address this issue practitioners

https://www.vitae.ac.uk/events/vitae-researcher-development-international-conference-2016/special-interest-sessions/SISA4%20%20Articulate%20%20a%20Toolkit%20to%20help%20Early%20Career%20Researchers%20in%20the%20game%20of%20understanding%20and%20articulating%2
0their%20competencies
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need to provide training in transferable competencies for ECRs that will support their development not
only within an academic setting but also through the transition to other career paths (Vitae, 2016).
Working with the Higher Education Academy (HEA) and employers we previously produced a
Competency Framework for Bioscience PhD students to reflect eight competencies most valued by
employers. These include communication, project management, self-motivation, IT skills, adaptability,
problem solving, team-working and leadership. We have collaborated with over 30 employers to assess
the levels of these competencies expected from PhD students (Jones and Warnock, 2014). The
Framework is available at https://www.heaacademy.ac.uk/node/10074.
In our Special Interest session we introduced our Competency Framework for ECRs in Biosciences which
we have adapted from our previously published HEA PhD Competency Framework (Warnock and Jones,
2014). Some areas of competencies may be considered generic across all sectors (Wilson, 2012).
However, we are aware that at ECR level, many of the areas of skill sets become much more specialised
(Pegg, et al., 2012). This was the starting point for our session during which we discussed the sections of
the framework that could describe the level of the competencies across most sectors and those that
needed to be redefined to incorporate specific levels of skills which are explicitly required in a particular
sectors.
Workshop Objectives
It was anticipated that participants in the session would gain:
● an understanding of the competencies and level of competencies of ECRs
● knowledge of the competencies that employers expect of ECRs
● an opportunity to consider how they would adapt the Competency Framework for ECRs for their
own sector
● an opportunity to discuss how best to introduce the Competency Framework for ECRs to their
own researchers and network of employers.
It was anticipated that as practitioners we would gain:
● input from those working in disciplines other than biosciences, on how best to tailor the
framework for all ECRs
● feedback on the elements of the framework we need to adapt
● an insight into the ways trainers will adapt the framework to support specific research sectors
How to avoid reinventing the wheel
From discussions during the session it was apparent that the ECR competency framework can be
adapted for all sectors and that the framework is a useful and accessible resource. However there are
some areas where the competency levels need specific focus and articulation appropriate for the ECR
discipline area. For example, commercial awareness was viewed as more important in some sectors
than others. This competency was included as it is felt that ECRs should be aware of the potential
economic and social impact of their research within the sector they aspire to work in. The title of
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Commercial awareness was viewed as somewhat misleading and was modified to the more appropriate
label of Business awareness.
It was questioned whether all ECRs aspire to be leaders, and therefore if a leadership competency was
appropriate to each sector. In STEM the nature of research groups requires leadership qualities, as more
senior ECRs in the groups are required to train new PhD and undergraduate project students in a
plethora of technical and research skills. It was suggested in the session that in Social Sciences and
Humanities there is less interaction between ECRs and PhD students, as the research may be more
independent and may not require detailed technical training. However in the context of this work, we
define leadership as not simply being able to tell others how to do something, but as the ability ‘to
influence and inspire people, get things done and make the most of your skills’ (Vitae 2015 B).
Irrespective of the career path of an ECR, whether in academia or elsewhere, the authors maintain that
a highly trained doctoral graduate will be expected to lead a project, manage themselves and influence
others. We recognise this focus on inspiring others, when discussing the importance of leadership and
have modified the original competency descriptor from ‘Leadership and management potential’ to
‘Leadership, engagement and influence’. The authors would also insist that leadership is fundamental
for all ECRs, regardless of sector.
Similarly we recognised that at the ECR level, Professional Development, should be expanded to include
employability. This is perhaps the most important competency, given our previous discussion with
reference to the mismatch in aspirations to remain in academia, and the limited opportunities for a
career in academia. An inability to recognise the importance of professional development and future
employability could delay the movement, and potentially the progression of an ECRs career in both
STEM and non-STEM sectors. It was also suggested that we include teaching and listening skills,
creativity and innovation and the use of social media into the framework to reflect the additional
competencies of ECRs.
The Competency Framework outlined below is the culmination of our ideas and discussion during the
session and we present below a revised version of the framework that practitioners can use in
conjunction with the Vitae Researcher Development Framework (RDF) and the Concordat to develop
bespoke Competency Frameworks for their specific group of ECRs (Vitae, 2012; Vitae, 2011).
Competency Framework for ECRs

Competency:

Expected ability at this level:

Teamworking,
Working with
others

You will have extensive and well-developed team-working skills, an
awareness of your integration into teams, your strengths and weaknesses,
and your preferred role within a team. You should be able to deliver results
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to deadlines, recognising your contribution to the team and acknowledge
the contribution of others. Whilst thinking about how you could develop
your own team in the future you may undertake training in team working,
team building and personality types. As part of your research, you are
likely to have to negotiate the use of resources and to offer or draw
support to and from others. Involvement with committees and
professional bodies may provide you with further exposure to different
teams and their goals and function.
Leadership,
Engagement and
Influence

You most likely aspire to a leadership position and should be taking
opportunities to undertake a range of professional development training to
assist you in the development of these skills. First-hand experience of
leadership will be gained from working closely with your mentors and
colleagues. Working with technical staff, visiting associates and overseeing
student projects will help you to develop your own style of leadership.
Opportunities may arise for you to be involved in networking and setting
up collaborations outside of your research group. You take responsibility
for your own research project management and will learn to take a
leadership role, making and defending important decisions, motivating and
persuading others.

Communication
skills

You have excellent verbal and written communication skills and are
experienced at writing high-level reports and journal papers and in
delivering professional presentations to a variety of audiences, facing
robust criticism of your work. It will be expected that you contribute to the
writing of grants and understand the mechanisms for funding and the
processes of application. You will become familiar with administrative
systems, reporting procedures and infrastructure processes within your
organisation. Through your research you will have gained experience in
forming collaborations and networking with professionals in your field. As
an Early Career Researcher you may also have been involved in the public
communication of your research and should be able to relate the impact of
your research. The supervision of staff, students and visiting associates
requires the ability to communicate well with a range of individuals both
formally and informally. You will be competent in the use of appropriate
computer programmes and software and in the use of social media to
undertake many levels of communication.

Self-management,
Motivation and
Personal

You have responsibility for the successful planning and delivery of your
long term research project, requiring high levels of motivation and selforganisation. Scheduling your own working hours, you will develop
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effectiveness

excellent time management skills. Your research will require you to set
goals and plan and manage resources to deliver results. Your ability to
build and sustain collaborative relationships will enable you to create and
develop knowledge with a range of colleagues, sponsors and stakeholders
and develop excellent levels of professionalism.

Business
awareness and
Development

Building on your previous experience gained through undergraduate or
Masters placements, you may be sponsored by external organisations and
spend time at the business premises of your sponsors. You are likely to
undertake a range of professional development training, which includes
intellectual property, entrepreneurship and business-orientated skills.
Many Early Career Researchers are responsible for the financial planning of
their project, undertaking negotiations for equipment and consumables
with suppliers. You will be expected to assess and manage risk, including
intellectual risk developing commercial acuity and entrepreneurial and
enterprising ideas relating to your work. Your environment should provide
an opportunity to identify trends, ideas and applications of your research
across a variety of sectors.

Professional
Development and
Employability

You are likely to undertake an extensive and compulsory professional
development programme (the Researcher Development Framework) and
are required to reflect on your professional development over the course
of your research contract. You will have experience of multitasking,
adapting to different teams and developing the flexibility to work to
moving deadlines and project requirements. You should be aware of your
transferable skills and able to demonstrate them in the workplace. You will
be taking responsibility for your own professional development, not only in
terms of publications, grant applications and collaborations but also
maintaining and developing relevant skills and experience for a wide range
of career opportunities.

Ethical and
Sustainable
practice

You should have a well developed understanding of your own values and
motivations relating to your career aspirations and the work that you
currently undertake. As part of your professional development, you will
need to be aware of ethics and academic integrity in the context of your
own research. In your grant writing and publications you will have
understood and described the ethical considerations relating to your work.
Early Career Researchers are frequently involved in the public
communication of their research, and you may have received specialist
training in this area.
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Specialised
Research skills

You may have already prepared your ~70,000 word PhD thesis outlining
your research findings, and defended this verbally in front of external
professionals. You have extensive experience in research methods and
project design, troubleshooting and project management. You will have
excellent verbal communication skills, having presented and defended your
work nationally and internationally. You will be experienced in engaging
with the primary literature and critiquing work from peer-reviewed
journals. You will also have developed novel techniques and ideas and be
working in an innovative and creative way. You may have contributed to
the organisation and functioning of your workplace, and will be an expert
in the research methods and techniques that you use in your field. You will
be involved in the preparation of publications for peer-reviewed journals,
posters, grant applications and other reports. The training of less
experienced researchers and the success of the research team will also
most likely form part of your responsibilities.

Introduction to your Toolkit
The published competency framework has been further developed to form part of a Toolkit that
includes video case studies of students and employers describing competencies, outlines for training
session plans and interactive Competency Framework and Internship Planner pdfs to produce bespoke
on-line materials and record professional development (Jones and Warnock,
2016).https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/resource/mysterious-language-competencies-helping-yourstudents-understand-and-articulate-their.
This article has given us an opportunity to provide a more in-depth guide and introduce readers to this
on-line facility that can be used to mix and match resources easily depending on your audience and
training focus. With the continued growth in the number of students and no concomitant increase in
resources, we need to find ways to continue to provide an excellent service for ECRs which may
necessitate reducing one-to-one services and increasing the opportunity for group activities and
expanding and promoting the use of on-line resources.
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The resource materials that we briefly demonstrated during the session included;
●

An interactive Competency Framework which allows you to create frameworks that can be
tailored to your specific ECRs.

●

Case study video resources of students, employers and academics describing the competencies
outlined in the framework and how they can be used and developed. You can use these videos
in training sessions, web pages and other communication sites.

●

3 sets of training materials that include session plans and slides
1. The Mysterious Language of Competencies
2. Talking about your competencies at interviews
3. Developing your competencies in the workplace

●

An interactive Internship Planner which can be used by Early Career Researchers to consider
their achievements and objectives and maintain their networks when undergoing periods of
internships and work shadowing.

●

An employer brochure section demonstrating how to create paper and electronic brochures
describing the range of internship opportunities offered by an institution and the range and
level of competencies that employers can expect from ECRs.

Conclusion
Our overall aim is to engage employers, stakeholders, research leaders, principal investigators and
supervisors in transforming the professional development of researchers and to embed this training and
mindset into the research environment. In addition, by working together with employers and ECRs we
will be able to produce interactive flexible Competency Frameworks that can be developed over time to
support changes in employability. We increasingly need to meet the expectations for the preparation of
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this group of researchers for their transition into an ever expanding range of career choices (Vitae, 2010,
Vitae 2016).
We would welcome comments from readers and practitioners as to which of the resources that we have
provided have proved most useful, how the resources have been implemented and how well they are
received by ECRs. Over time, we would very much like to collate the adapted Competency Frameworks,
Internship Planners and session plans received from practitioners and create a library of exemplar
material to make freely available for use across the sectors. We envisage that this material will be used
in conjunction with the Vitae RDF and that the integration of these resources will provide us with an
extended Toolkit to fully support the professional development of Early Career Researchers (Vitae,
2012).
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Johnston Postdoctoral Development Fund: A tool to enhance Postdoctoral careers
Paper based on the workshop:
SISB2 - Innovative professional development for PostDocs: a post-doctoral development fund
Presented and written by:
Rosalinda D’Amore, Stefan Fischer, John Ankers, Tina Lewis, Kate Jones and Caroline Dart
Institute of Integrative Biology, University of Liverpool, UK
Introduction
The Institute of Integrative Biology (IIB) is part of the University of Liverpool and is based in the
Biosciences Building with additional sites at Leahurst and Ness Gardens. The activities run by the
institute are diverse and span from genes and genetic regulation through proteins to whole organisms,
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populations and ecosystems. IIB has four cross-cutting research themes: dynamics and management of
host-microbe interactions, molecular basis of therapeutic targeting, from genomes to biological systems,
and adaptation to environmental change. IIB is a vibrant institute which delivers on research and
provides research-led undergraduate teaching. The Institute comprises 220 staff (including 75 Principal
Investigators) and 150 postgraduate students. The Postdoctoral community plays an important role in
research and has contributed over the years to cutting-edge technologies projects, which have been
advertised in international journals and newspapers.
Following the achievement of the Athena Swan Silver award i36, the Institute has provided a framework
to develop opportunities for enhancing all staff careers. As part of this process, the Postdoctoral Society
launched 2 surveys to gather information from the postdoctoral community which led to the
establishment of an award to support postdoctoral staff in developing their career; the ‘Johnston 37
Postdoctoral Development Fund’.
This article provides an overview of the funding scheme and an overview of the outcome of the Vitae
Researcher Development International conference special interest session 38.
Overview of the Johnston Postdoctoral Development Fund
Every postdoctoral researcher working within IIB, is eligible to apply to the fund to a maximum of £4000.
The applications are assessed twice per year (in February and September) and each assessment round
lasts two months including the announcement, the deadline to submit the application and the
notification of successful applicants. This ensures that applicants will be notified very quickly about the
decision of their application which also gives the chance for postdoctoral staff to cover “emergency
situations” such as expenses for pilot projects to generate data for a new grant or to cover a smooth
transition into a new career. It also enables applicants to reapply within the same year which is very
often not possible with other grants and funding options because the call is only open once a year 39.
Therefore, a swift decision is of utmost importance for a development fund aiming to increase the
career prospects of the applicant.

36The

..,’Athena SWAN Charter was established in 2005 to encourage and recognise commitment to advancing the careers of women in science,
technology, engineering, maths and medicine (STEMM) employment in higher education and research’ http://www.ecu.ac.uk/equalitycharters/athena-swan/ (accessed 11/07/17)
37 William Johnston was a Liverpool shipping magnate who founded the Johnston Line in Liverpool in 1872 with his brother Edmund. The
Johnston Chair was the first Chair of Biochemistry in the UK, and along with the Johnston Laboratories for Medical Research was established in
1902 from a donation of £25,000. These laboratories were also the early home of the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine. The donation was
related to the tragic death of one of his daughters, Ethel, in childbirth, and his subsequent wish to endow the University to develop a
department of biochemistry (then an emerging branch of science) for the benefit of advancing modern medical research. The source of the
funds as an endowment for “Fellowships for Colonial and International Medical Research” has now become “Johnston Postdoctoral
Development Fund” the History of the Biochemical Society, 1911-1986 pag 6
38 Further details available at: https://www.vitae.ac.uk/events/vitae-researcher-development-international-conference-2016/special-interestsessions/SISB2%20%20Leadership%20style%20of%20business%20management%20academic%20officers%20in%20selected%20private%20higher%20educational
%20institutions%20vis%20a%20vis%20the%20malcolm (accessed 11/07/17)

39

Further information https://www.phil.cam.ac.uk/research/research-opps/ahshss-booklet-july2013.pdf (accessed 31/07/17)
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Round

Announcement

Deadline

Notified by

Round 1

2nd February 2016

29th February 2016

22nd March 2016

Round 2

1st September 2016

30th September 2016

21st October 2016

Table 1: Example of timeline of the application process highlighting the announcement date, the
submission deadline, and the final notification to successful applicants.
The applications are submitted to the review panel without names or group affiliations and the review
panel has no access to the name, sex, affiliation, or nationality of the applicant. This ensures that all
applications are judged based on their proposed project and proposed development prospect and not
based on the applicant's past experience and achievements. This is particularly important for a
development fund as applicants might wish to leave academia which is very often considered as failure
[Akerlind]. Furthermore, most grant and funding schemes support candidates who have a proven track
record in the field. This makes it extremely difficult for a researcher who wants to move to a different
career path or who is interested in expanding their skills [Borrego]. In IIB the panel consists of three
early-career researchers (ideally lecturers without an established research group), a postdoctoral
representative, and a member of the senior management team. This mixture of experience and interests
ensure a fair and complete validation of the proposals. IIB is divided into three departments and each
department should be represented on the panel by the three early-career researchers.
Each postdoctoral researcher applicant will be working for a Principal Investigator (PI) who holds the
funding for the research project through which the postdoctoral research is employed. Applicants need
to inform their PI of their application to the postdoctoral development fund and should discuss and
agree on the timeline and any absences with their group leader or PI before an application is made.
However, it is not necessary to include a letter of support by the PI. This ensures that, although it is
important for the PI to know about any absences, the application is purely based on the needs and
career development requirements of the applicant.
The Institute’s overall position is to support and encourage postdoc development activities irrespective
of previous achievements and experiences. This is a rare opportunity for postdoctoral researchers as
most other funding and grants will assess the applicant's achievements first, before judging the
proposed project; which makes it nearly impossible for individuals to move into a new field or into a
new career. The Johnston Postdoctoral Development Fund is filling a niche in a highly competitive
environment and enables postdocs to move into a new research field or into an entirely new career.
Application requirements
Applicants are required to provide a project proposal written for a general research audience. Most of
the panel members may not be familiar with specific elements of the science (if relevant to the
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application) but need to understand the importance of the proposed activities for the applicant's career
development.
The application should consist of a completed application form, a letter of motivation (maximum 1 page
of text describing the potential impact on their career of the proposed project) and the outline of the
project (maximum 2 pages of text describing the project, budget and timeline). Priority should be given
to acquiring skills which are not available in the Institute/Liverpool and to applicants with no alternative
funding option.
The letter of motivation should state necessary information to allow judgement of the value of the
proposed training. If there is a very popular type of training in which a number of applicants are
interested, the panel may discuss with successful applicants arranging joint training in Liverpool.
The following areas may be covered by the fund (note that this is not an exhaustive list and the fund is
open to any development opportunity):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pilot project to gain preliminary data to write a grant or fellowship (this may include a visit to a
collaborators research group or access to Technology Directorate Facilities)
Qualification/Certification (e.g. project management course or certification needed to gain a
position in industry)
Training in business/setting up start-up enterprises
Work experience in a field outside of academia (travel/living expenses while short internships in
industry, NHS, science communication companies etc)
Visiting another research group to learn a technique to apply in their research
Attendance at conferences and workshops (to present a poster or give a talk where no other
funds are available)
Organisation of a small conference or a workshop in Liverpool.
Help with childcare to enable a conference attendance

Assessment criteria
Each application is assessed under the following headings:
●

Justification of the proposal (7 marks):
Evidence of real thought as to why the proposed project is to be undertaken, the impact of the
proposed award on the applicant’s career path and a justification of the cost.

●

Training and career development opportunity (10 marks)
Clarity and quality of the research career development plan to acquire new knowledge and skills
to achieve research and professional development aims (particular attention should be paid to
the skills relevant to employment outside the traditional academic sector)
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●

Career Stage (3 marks)
The applicant should indicate the number of years since graduation from their PhD to validate
their career stage. Priority should be given to advanced postdocs who have fewer funding
options than early postdocs, including those who cannot apply for another round of
postdoctoral funding due to their timescales of employment

Report of outcome of funding
Having completed their project recipients of funding are required to submit a brief, 2-page report to the
Review Panel which includes details of the activity, its impact and benefits.
The report should be submitted to the Review Panel within one month of the activity. Recipients may
also be asked to provide short presentations at IIB events such as away days or theme meetings
The Vitae Conference Interest Group
The Johnston development fund was presented at the Vitae Researcher Development International
Conference in 2016 as a tool for postdoctoral career development. The title of the Interest group was”
Innovative professional development for PostDocs: a postdoctoral development fund. The aim of the
interest group was to highlight the bottleneck in the postdoctoral progression, to explore practical ways
to develop postdoctoral researchers. There were 8 participants, from a variety of professions including
managers, professors, historians, administrative staff, researchers.
In the session the authors presented an overview of the Institute of Integrative biology, introduced the
issues faced by the postdoctoral community, outlined the funding scheme as above and also provided
two case study example of successful applicants to the fund.
Case study examples
Dr D’Amore talked about her experience with the application and the course she attended in Cold Spring
Habour 40.
The courses in Cold Spring Harbor are renowned for their ability to transfer knowledge and skills
through hands-on training. People who have attended the previous editions of the course have strongly
recommended it because it’s not just a theoretical course but also has a practical module where mini
projects are set up from inception to execution.

40

Further details at http://www.cshl.edu/(Accessed 11/07/17)
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Moreover, Dr D’Amore was interested in visiting synthetic biology companies in the Boston area
because she wanted to gain knowledge on how companies operate and which skills are emphasised in
the private sector. The course and the opportunity to visit companies has shaped her future and she
believes given her more tools for choosing the best path for her career and personal development.
Dr Anker gave an overview of the key decisions in his career development that led to the Johnston
funding application and how the fund will support his transition to a new career path in the mentoring
and coaching industry.
Addressing the challenges faced by the postdoctoral community
The funding scheme described in this paper is one methodology of addressing issues raised by
postdoctoral communities. To generate further ideas, in addition to the presentations, participants in
the session were asked to consider ideas to address four key challenges highlighted by the IIB
postdoctoral community:
For each issue they identify the following ideas:
1) Lack of ownership of ideas: funding opportunity for public engagement; pilot study to support a
grant application
2) Little support for “off the beaten track” career routes: 3 months’ internship in an area relevant
to potential new career; support innovation and provide workshop for the new career
3) Eligibility to apply for grants/ Helping transition to independent Research: Set up link with other
university committees and institutes; get involved in workshops and meetings organised by
funding bodies; get involved in international networks; start new projects in a multidisciplinary
environment to increase network opportunity; publish research without your supervisor to
show independence.
4) Success depends on relationships: Set up an institute alumni network to connect with former
staff members
Summary
The Johnston fund is focused on giving postdoctoral researchers a financial boost to support an idea
they are passionate about. The scheme also gives applicants the opportunity to take a breath and to
consider where they really want to go in their careers.
The funding scheme has been successful in supporting postdoctoral researchers at IIB, University of
Liverpool toward achieving their career ambitions. Through reporting the success of the scheme we
hope that other higher education institutions might find value in using this model to support the career
development of their postdoctoral community.
In addition, the outcomes from the workshop provide further suggestions in tackling issues raised by
postdoctoral researchers that higher education institutions may also want to pursue.
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Introduction
This paper describes the findings from surveys carried out during 2015-2016 by the Association of
Higher Education Careers Services (AHECS) Postgraduate Working Group. The working group members
consist of colleagues from Higher Education Institutions (HEI’s) across Ireland (both North and South)
Two surveys were conducted to explore career provision for doctoral research students, within Ireland
(North and South), UK (mainland) and international HEI’s. The objective of this research was threefold:
a) to explore good practice in Ireland and internationally, and apply learning to future practice
b) to share good practice among AHECS members in relation to career provision for doctoral
research students
c) to explore the option of engaging in collaborative activities on a national and international basis.
Research Rationale
There has been a significant rise in postgraduate education over the last decade, prompted in part by
the OECD recommendation that Ireland increase its doctoral graduate output (OECD, 2004). This
increased output is reflected in the number of doctoral graduates employed in industry which has
almost trebled between 2001 and 2007 (HEA, 2011). In the future, demand for doctorate level
education is likely to grow further given national policy objectives to invest in research and innovation
with resulting benefits to include the creation of ‘a cadre of highly trained PhD students’ (HEA, 2011:12).
This trend has also been recognised in other European countries as the European Commissioner for
Research Innovation and Science states “Although the number of researchers in the EU has been
increasing since 2000 at a faster rate than in the United States and Japan, we still lag behind when it
comes to the share of researchers in the workforce.” (Euraxind 2016).
Thus, the two factors of increasing doctoral research student numbers and the move away from
academia as an employment route provide the backdrop and context for this current research. This may
necessarily result in increased engagement by doctoral research students with careers services in order
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to facilitate the development and demonstration of competencies and transferable skills required to
optimise their future career options across sectors (e.g. academia, industry, non-profit/ NGOs, policy
organisations). Therefore, this research is timely particularly as it has been stated that “few
researchers, especially postdoctoral researchers, have access to good career development information
and advice, particularly for jobs outside academia” (Euraxind 2016).
Methodology
The study consisted of two surveys designed using surveymonkey and which were emailed to potential
participants. Participants were sourced through the AHECS Postgraduate Students working group
member contacts as well as professional networks such as AHECS, AGCAS (Association of Graduate
Careers Advisory Services) and CACEE (Canadian Association of Career Educators and Employers).
The first survey, which consisted of 32-items, determined the national context across 16 HE institutions
in Ireland. Then in order to consider findings in a wider context a second 43-item survey explored the
national UK and international context. Thirty HE institutions across England and Scotland (10), mainland
Europe (2), the US (7), Canada (3), Australia (5) and New Zealand (3) participated. In addition a separate
interview was completed by ABG Intell’agence, a FrancoGerman non-profit organisation which has been
set up specifically to help doctorate students/ graduates to develop their careers and companies to
recruit PhDs (see their PhD career tool, DocPro).
Each institution responded to questions relating to a range of themes such as career supports for
doctoral research students, types of programmes delivered, delivery and impact measurement methods,
as well as details of specific career workshops, events, courses and resources for doctoral research
students. An executive summary report is available that provides a summary of the quantitative and
qualitative responses from both surveys grouped according to theme/ questions (Boyd, Kiely, Milner et
al., 2016).
Findings
Who provides careers services for doctoral research students?
The main careers support provided to doctoral research students is by career professionals with funding
drawn directly from careers service budgets (63% in Ireland, 85% UK mainland/international services).
The majority of career professionals operate within services that are aligned with student support
structures (56% Ireland, 74% UK mainland/international), with a minority of services attached to
Graduate Schools or Academic Teaching and Learning units.
Careers professionals engage with a variety of stakeholders to support doctoral researchers (See Fig 1)
and have accessed different sources of funding to accomplish this.
“We won funding to work on specific projects. These have been won by our department or by individual
academic schools, researchers or combination of these” (Australia)
“Employers participate in events where their perspective is very useful e.g., how do they use LinkedIn for
recruitment purposes..” (Aarhus University, Denmark).
Fig 1: Stakeholders that careers professionals engage with to support doctoral researchers
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Enrolment and Institutional Strategies
While institutions were asked to report on student enrolment figures, the numbers recorded were often
estimates and, as a result, can only be of tentative value. However, by way of context, doctoral research
students from international respondent institutions accounted for some 57,000 enrolments while
institutions in Ireland estimated their enrolments at over 11,000 in total. In both surveys, respondents
indicated that the majority of doctoral research students are registered on a full time basis. The picture
of discipline enrolments is similar for national and international institutions with Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) accounting for the highest average enrolment followed by Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences (AHSS). Less than half the respondents in Ireland indicated their
institutions’ key strategic objectives in relation to doctoral research students. Conversely, a rich range of
strategic objectives was provided by international respondents; with recruitment, retention, first class
research, completion, and employability skills being among the many of the cited strategic objectives.
“KPI- By 2020: To increase our postgraduate student-to-staff ratio to be within the top 5 UK institutions
and to ensure that at least 90% of students complete on time” (UK mainland)
“Exceed the national benchmark for PhD successful completions within 5 years - the Ulster % completion
is currently at 71% over five years. Increase the number of PhD degrees awarded annually Increase the
quality and diversity of provision” (Ulster University).
“Providing research that makes a difference at home (in relation to the nation’s knowledge economy
and innovation potential, and in relation to the nations economy) – enhancing the doctoral student’s
career potential…”(New Zealand)
Models of Delivery
In recent years, the Irish model for doctoral research completion is trending toward a structured
approach, bringing the traditional strengths of the PhD together with a range of relevant skills, which
are highly sought by private and public sector employers. This Irish structured approach incorporates
generic as well as discipline specific skills and is regarded by Europe as leading the way (HEA, 2011). This
Irish structured approach typically takes 3-4 years to complete a doctorate.
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Respondents to the International survey indicated that models of delivery do not follow a uniform
pattern. UK (mainland) institutions generally follow a 1+3 model, while longer completion rates tend to
exist elsewhere, with up to 7-8 years in some international examples.
“Varies by department/school. It is typically 5 years in the School of Engineering – 2 years of coursework,
passing the PhD qualifying exam and then 3 years of research. It can be up to 7 years in
Humanities/Sciences” (USA)
Delivery methods
In the majority of cases, services offered are open to all students including doctoral research students.
38% of respondents in Ireland and 47% of UK mainland/international institutions also offer careers
workshops specifically for doctoral research students, but the provision of specific career consultancy
and careers events was less common in Ireland compared to internationally (See Fig. 2).
Fig 2: Type of careers services delivered for doctoral research students
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62% of respondents in both studies delivered career support to the whole cohort as part of
orientation/induction. The international research study also explored the provision of careers support
for domestic and international students, and 69% of participating institutions did not make any
distinction in the provision. Respondents however identified a number of challenges for international
students seeking work, including language and cultural barriers and work sponsorship restrictions (See
Fig 3). Typical comments include:
“.. International doctoral students are also faced with issues concerning language as Danish is a
requirement in many jobs still. Often they discover this too late” (University of Aarhus, Denmark)
“PGRs are trained to question and debate, and therefore can be challenging. Embrace this as they can
be great fun to work with!” (University of Bristol)
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Fig 3: Issues and challenges faced with domestic and/or international students
(34 word count) Tagclouds created by Wordle, www.wordle.net)

Where institutions have pre-registration for careers events or workshops, most estimated that 50-75%
of those who register attend. A number of institutions highlighted challenges in engaging students.
Although over 50% of Ireland respondents offer virtual careers consultancy, international institutions
are more likely to offer a wider range of virtual provision. Skype was the most commonly cited software
used, with others including Blackboard and Google Hangouts.
Most institutions reported that they communicated via email (81% Ireland, 97% UK
mainland/international), with student mailing lists and communication through a graduate school also
being common across all. International organisations were more likely to use social media such as
Facebook and Twitter.
Careers Content
Similar core careers content was found to be delivered at both a national and international level (see Fig
4). A higher percentage of UK mainland/international institutions deliver across a range of topics. Other
examples of content delivered by international institutions include ‘Innovation and Creativity,
Consultancy and Writing a Grant Bid’ by the University of South Australia, enterprise and
entrepreneurial development themes at Newcastle University and ‘Negotiating my Salary’ at ABG
Intelli’agence, France. Vincent Mignotte, Executive Director, ABG Intelli'agence, highlighted that
“Doctoral students want to perceive concretely the kind of help they will get from the workshop”
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Fig 4. Similar core content across institutions
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Careers Resources and Material Used
Participating institutions in both studies detailed a wide variety of careers resources. This included a
range of credit bearing and non-credit bearing courses/modules and included both free and
subscription based materials. A core number of resources were mentioned as being used across all
geographic areas.
Resources that were identified included blogs, websites, self-assessment and psychometric tools,
career management systems and a range of reflective tools developed in-house. In particular, the
international contributors shared a myriad of resources from books, websites and other online
resources. A selection of resources used by international institutions is detailed in Table 1.
Table 1: Workshops and Resources delivered to doctoral students by international universities
Sample workshop material
Sample Events
• Mapping Past
• University of
Experiences for Future
Wollongong,
Ideas (90min)
Australia
• Identifying Transferable
organises a
Skills from PhD Work
biennial
(90min)
Graduate
• Building A Sustainable
Researcher
Career Exploration Plan
Careers
(90min)
Conference
• Exploring Options: Values
as Job Search Criteria
• Edinburgh
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Sample resources
•
Work PhDs at Work http://phdsatwork.com/
•
From PhD to Life http://fromphdtolife.com/
•
Beyond the Tenure Track http://beyondthetenuretrack.com/
•
Beyond Academe http://www.beyondacademe.com/
•
VersatilePhD http://versatilephd.com/#alt-academy
•
Strengths Quest 55

•

•

•

•
•

(90min)
Working the Room Networking Practice
(90min)
Career Symposium for
Grad Students &
Postdocs - Panel of
Employers and
Networking Reception
(3hr)
Internships &
Experiential Learning
Options for Grad
Students (90min)
Academic Careers: Salary
Negotiations (90min)
Dependable Strengths (1
- Day)

University
organises The
PhD Horizons
Careers
Conference.

http://www.strengthsquest.com/
•
myFuture (McGill University)
•
From PhD to Life –
http://fromphdtolife.com
“A great resource for STEM folks is MyIDP on
the Science Careers website, it is free for
students to use. Some colleagues of mine are
creating a similar site for Humanities and
Social Sciences and it will also be free” (USA)
For more details on resources see Ross, V.
(2016) pgs 35-42

Doctoral Student Internships
In the international survey an additional topic explored was the area of internship opportunities and as
the University of Helsinki has stated internships is a “hot topic right now”. It was found that with the
majority of international institutions (83%) reported that doctoral research students have an internship
or placement opportunity available to them and in some places they are even compulsory as part of the
funding award, for example;
“BBSRCBio DTP and ESRC funded DTP PGRs expected to complete an internship”
(University of Bristol, UK)
The sourcing and management of these internship systems varies between international institutions, but
many doctoral research students use their careers service for support in identifying opportunities,
making contact with organisations, as well as for support on their internship application process. For
example, the University of Nottingham offer doctoral students opportunities for placements in local
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME’s) through a scheme managed by the Graduate School.
“We are in the process of developing an internship program for graduate students where the focus will
be on working outside of academia…” (University of Alberta, Canada)
Evaluation
The international report also explored evaluation methods and 89% of institutions evaluate/monitor the
impact of the careers provision to doctoral research students. The majority of institutions measure
immediate impact and a smaller number conducted follow-up evaluation. For example, University of
Washington uses a six - monthly feedback approach and the University of Nottingham reports the use of
Careers Service Evaluation Weeks.
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“Graduate schools send out an e-evaluation. We sometimes use our own evaluation forms, but to avoid
duplication we also use techniques like post-it feedback, or noting on a bulls-eye how helpful various
activities were” (Newcastle University, UK)
Discussion
Three main observations can be made from the survey findings in relation to the success that an
institution had in supporting the career management of their doctoral students.
a) There were similar issues identified irrespective of institution such as types of training offered and
problems with student engagement and so forth.
b) Resourcing has a major impact on the type of training and resources offered
c) Any development and engagement has to be supported by senior management or it will not be
effective embedded practice.
“Resource the provision adequately in terms of staff and finance” (New Zealand)
Doctoral researchers play a vital role in the economy (HEA 2011, Leith, 2006). The Leitch Review of Skills
(2006, p68) for example referred to higher level skills (such as PhDs) as key drivers of innovation and
noted that they were “…critical to a high skills, high performance economy and increasingly in demand
from high performance, global employers.” Diamond et al.’s 2014 research shows that the reason that
employers value them is because of the “doctoral graduates’ deep specialist subject knowledge,
excellent research and analytical skills, their capacity for critical thinking, as well as their ability to bring
fresh perspectives to problems or the organisation. These skills enable doctoral graduates to innovate,
developing new or improved goods, services, processes and ways of working” (p4).
Currently a European project as part of Euraxind is being carried out to strengthen relationships
between industry and higher education. It is imperative therefore, that HE institutions are adequately
resourced to provide effective careers support for their doctoral researchers to help them manage their
transition into the workforce.
Recommendations and Way Forward
A number of key insights into priority areas for development have been identified from the research
findings:
1.

Career planning:

Ireland respondents identified career planning as a priority area for development. Respondents to the
international survey outlined a number of relevant workshops and resources that could be of value for
good practice sharing in this area. The merit of having careers consultants equipped with professional
counselling skills was also highlighted in the international survey.
Figure 5: Cross institutional Recommendations with regard to Careers provision for doctoral students
(60 word count) (Tagclouds created by Wordle, www.wordle.net)
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2.

Virtual provision/social media:

The use of virtual provision and social media was not as common in Ireland as it was internationally,
indicating the need for sharing of best practice in this respect.
3.

International mobility:

Given the competitive job market particularly within research-related careers and additional challenges
faced by international students and jobseekers, the need for careers services to support students to
engage internationally is increasing. International mobility was therefore identified as a priority
development area by the respondents to the Ireland survey.
4.

Internship opportunities:

83% of international respondents offered internships to doctoral research students. Going forward,
doctoral internships are likely to become a hot topic for careers services in Ireland and the experiences
of some of the international respondents could be valuable to AHECS and individual members as they
deal with doctoral research students.
5.

Options outside of academia:

It was reported that the expectations of doctoral research students to pursue an academic career are in
contrast to the limited job opportunities, demonstrating the importance of considering options outside
of academia. Identifying doctoral graduate outcomes poses a significant challenge as stated in
international findings. This topic was also one of the key areas of support required by respondents in
Ireland.
6.

Evaluation methods:

A range of evaluation methods were identified and best practice sharing could be of value within and
beyond doctoral research student careers provision.
7.

Strategy:

While some respondents in Ireland indicated that their institutional strategies were under review, it is
important to note the broad range of strategic objectives from international respondents. The data from
these institutions could benefit AHECS and its members in the development of their strategic statement
of support for work with doctoral research students.
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8.

Career Support & Funding:

Funding for doctoral research student support in relation to career development originates primarily
from institutional careers services operating within tight budgetary parameters. There should be
exploration of alternative ways of increasing this funding in institutions in Ireland through some of the
initiatives outlined by international survey respondents. 67% of international respondents reported
having a dedicated careers professional, and UK mainland/international institutions were more likely to
deliver targeted careers provision delivered specifically to doctoral research students.
9.

Engaging doctoral research students:

The research identified limited attendance at careers programmes and events, and a number of
institutions identified challenges in engaging students. Potential ideas to increase engagement included
offering targeted provision, fostering collaboration, understanding needs, developing a peer network,
working with research directors, employers, recruiters and alumni.
10.

Collaboration:

In order to facilitate collaboration and sharing of best practice, the following recommendations are
made for Irish Institutions:
•
AHECS members working with doctoral research students take time to explore the rich range of
resources identified in the international report.
•
Establish a virtual network by the AHECS PGR Working group to facilitate collaboration and
sharing of best practice with international institutions.
•
A training programme is organised to address priority areas for development.
Future plans:
A networking / training event exploring good practice in collaboration with UK/International colleagues
entitled ‘Internships & International Mobility for Postgraduate Research Students’ is currently being
developed and will occur in December 2017 in Dublin Ireland. This event will disseminate good practice
from both UK, European, Australian and Canadian perspectives.
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